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The seeds of life, according to Barbieri, were particles combining RNA and protein components, the 
ribosoids, that later evolved into at least two distinct classes of ribosomes: The 70 S prokaryotic ribosomes, 
and the much larger 80 S eukaryotic ribosomes. Assume you are a ribosome in a primitive soup. What 
would be the best strategy to perpetuate yourself? Invent DNA and the genetic code! To the usual alter- 
native: Nucleic acids or proteins came first, Barbieri opposes a third way: “It was genotype and phenotype 
which had to adapt to the ribotype, not the other way round”. 
As the author convincingly shows (pp. 124-129), many differences in design between prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic cells relate to just one strategic difference in the translation process; ribosomes do have almost 
direct access to genes in bacteria, and are separated from them by a nuclear membrane in eukaryotes. 
The book is particularly enjoyable for its historical narratives in three domains: The evolution of species 
(“Why people chose to remember Darwin only for his good ideas and Lamarck only for his bad ones is 
a mystery to me”), pre-Oparinian thinking on the origins of life, with references to Osborn, Perrier and 
Constantin (Giglio de Tos being omitted, this time), and cellular theory. 
Barbieri’s book will be an agreeable companion to those who like reading and thinking about evolu- 
tionary theories, and it is a must for those who intend writing their own historical account of the subject. 
Jacques Ninio 
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